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(i) Already guaranteed to become No. 1 
in the world this week for the first 
time, kerber will ascend to top spot 
as first time United State open
hampion as well. 

(ii) An integrated social mobilisation and 
communication campaign motivated 
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householders in Johor Bahrn district 
to destroy any larval breeding sites 
found around their premises. 

(iii) The • symptoms of the disease were 
allegedly sighted almost one and a 
half years ago and now 30% of cattle 
have been affected by the disease. 

(iv) The police have booked at least 250 
persons across the district for 
creating nuisance. 

(v) Her sensitivity . and passion for 
welfare of animals made her one of 
the best known figures in animals 
right activism. 
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(V) October 1 onwards the Delhi electoral 

office plans to initiate a massive 
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awareness drive to encourage youngsters 

turning 18 to enrol themselves as voters. 

Those turning le by dratuary 1, 2017 are 

eligible to enrol themselves in electoral 

sae of the capital rind the office of Delhi's 

Chief Electoral Offieer is *turning a large 

male outreach programme to encourage 

the young voters to apply for it. Recently 

ihe electoral cdfice had held special camps 

at Delhi University to target youngesters 

who have joined during the new academic 

session. As part of the initiative, posters 

made by fine arts students were put up 

across the North Campus. Purification' of 

electoral rolls in Delhi is also in process to 

cull out repeat entries, dead voters wand 

anomalies ( 	reiti414). 

(W) The centre plans to erect a mega 

memorial for 14th century saint Kabirdas 

in Magahar near Gorekhpur in eastern 

U. P. Kabir is said to have died in 

Magahar. The region -has a' sizable 

population of Kabir-Panthies. Work on 

the project, the initial grant for which is 
80 crore, is set to start soon. Kabir is the 
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answer to all the extremism in today's 

world. He exposes the flaws of both 

Hindus and Muslims in the same breath. 

The proposal *clucks a special light and 

sound programme ( %calk' tzifff .4)14044) 

every evening, remaining of Khalilabad 

railway station after Sant Kabir and two 

museums dedicated to the poet's life and 

teachings. The plan includes to make his 

verses accessible digitally also. 

CIO The first dengue case in the city was 

reported on April 11 this year and 

monsoon plans were still being drawn up 

by three Municipal Corporations of Delhi. 

Efforts to contain the spread of Disease 

were visible on ground only after 

monsoons had set in, despite the national 

capital having witnessed more than 

14,000 cases of Dengue and 32 reported 

deaths in 2015. The foot soldiers ( 11TMff 

ea mut ) of MCD in fighting the spread of 

vector-born (tzT MR DoT) diseases 

are the Domestic Breeding Checkers 
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(DBCs). They are engaged on contract by 
three MCDs between May and October. 
They go door-to-door before and during 
monsoons and cheek for "mosquito-genic" 
conditions. According to the latest report, 
the DBCs have visited over 2.8 crore 
households in Delhi and have issued close 
to 1 lath legal notices after finding 
conditions conducive to mosquito 
breeding. 

(v) About a fortnight ago, a group of 

geoscientists (liefenE6) gathered in 

Cape Town, South Africa, and have 
recommended that Mankind's impact on 
mother earth has been so profound in 
recent years, that it is time to describe a 

new geological epoch (splii *WNW TT) 

in the history of earth. What has led us to 
redefine our epoch, from natural one into 
a man-induced one ? Back 11,000 years 
ago, the carbon dioxide (or 002) level in 
the atmosphere surrounding the globe 
was about 220 parts per million (ppm); 
even 8000 years ago, it was about 260 
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ppm. gut starting the 19th Century, 
• when the industrial revolution started in 

the west, coal from earth and beneath it 

was used extensively (VUT 	(KIS 1:1) 

as the fuel for transport and industry. 
• The other major fossil fuels, oil and 

natural gas were discovered and put to 
use on large scale. 
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